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TAKE MY ADVICE I AM NOT USING IT
Anger that we feel justified in holding on to because of the
circumstances. According to the Big Book, there is no justification for remaining angry about anything. Often, we
'justify' the anger, so we don't have to look at ourselves
and our part in creating it. The Twelve and Twelve reminds
us: “It is a spiritual axiom that every time we are disturbed,
no matter what the cause, there is something wrong with
us. If somebody hurts us and we are sore, we are in the
wrong also. But are there no exceptions to this rule' What
about 'justifiable' anger? If somebody cheats us, aren't we
entitled to be mad' Can’t we be appropriately angry with
self-righteous folk? For us of AA, these are dangerous exceptions. We have found that justified anger ought to be
left to those more qualified to handle it”. (Reprinted from
The Twelve and Twelve p.90 with permission of A.A. World
Services, Inc.)
Though inevitable on occasion, anger should be felt and
then released as soon as possible lest it turns into resentment. When someone offends, we should say to ourselves,
'this is a sick person, too. How can I be helpful?"
So, set about trying to avoid anger (not deny the feeling)
by several methods, which have served us well. Our serenity is precious to us and we guard it carefully. Also, anger
will shorten our lives. Avoid dysfunctional people. Honestly, the red flags are everywhere if you look for them. Just
run away from them, even if they are a family, run out for
a minute or an hour. Avoid negative people, we don't let
them call us and dump on us. We noticed that after we let
people do that, we get angry and try to interpret what
people are saying in the best possible light (we turn off the
victim filter that tries to make something out of nothing).
Give people the "benefit of the doubt"; most things are
said or done through omission rather than commission, or
self-centeredness. People aren't staying up at night trying
to figure out how to piss us off; they're just self-centered,

insensitive, or raised with no manners. We say to ourselves, pity they were born or raised that way, they can't
seem to help themselves, we don't waste negative energy
on them. End conversations or communications way before they get out of hand. It's obvious when a conversation
is escalating to an emotional level. In-person the body language appears with the rolling of the eyes and head shaking. At that point we don't re-iterate, we say "let's agree to
disagree" and end it.
Interrupting people off in mid-sentence when they are
about to make a stinging derogatory remark is very
tempting to want to hear what someone, who is being negative, has to say about us because of our self-centeredness
and false pride. But don't let that person spell out those
negative remarks about us. That stuff will eat us up for
days. We don't need negative validation. We got enough of
that stuff from our parents, which is probably why we are
attracted to it. So, when we hear those verbal cues like
"well you're just a..." or "you know what?". We can say
"this conversation is over" or it's not a good time to talk
about this.
What other people think about us is none of our business.
Don't look for gossip about ourselves, we don’t take constructive criticism to heart, if someone is trying to advise
us, they care about us or they wouldn't go to the trouble to
think about us or approach us. Don't mistake humor for a
personal attack. A tough one because some are so sarcastic
these days. Blow it off and recognize, the person's attempt
to be funny, and usually throw a one-liner back at them. If
it's a little too off-color, we say, "that wasn't nice or funny." And usually, the person will concede. "We Pick our
battles." We don't go around bumping heads with everyone over everything. We let it go for the benefit of our serenity.
We own our feelings! Nobody can piss us off better than
we can. It's our reaction to people or things that disturb us.
We can choose to “Let It Go”. We “pretend that we didn't
see that.
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From the Foreword of the 12 & 12:
“A.A.’s Twelve Traditions apply to the life of the Fellowship
itself. They outline the means by which A.A. maintains its
unity and relates itself to the world about it, the way it
lives and grows”*
Tradition 5:
“Each group has but one primary purpose—to carry the
message to the alcoholic who still suffers.”*
Better do one thing well than many badly.
The life of our Fellowship depends on this
principle. The ability of each A.A. to identify
himself with and bring recovery to the newcomer is a gift
from God . . . passing on this gift to others is our one aim.
Sobriety can't be kept unless it is given away.
We Only Have One Purpose:
It is the great paradox of A.A. that we know we can seldom keep the precious gift of sobriety unless we give it
away. This Tradition delineates pretty clearly our primary
purpose, as well as the groups. Each of us is but a small
part of the whole, but by joining AA’s primary purpose to
our own, we become something bigger than ourselves.
Are we willing to surrender our old primary purposes?
To work this tradition means that we are willing to say
“yes” to this question and rearrange the rest of our priorities. Devoting ourselves to a new primary purpose means
that we are willing to let go of many old ideas. We have
many thinking patterns that are automatic , that we need
to change to consecrate ourselves to a new primary purpose.
Step-Tradition Parallel:
The relationship of the fifth step to the fifth tradition is
that the fifth step taught us the exact nature of our
wrongs, “We are not in charge.” In the fifth tradition we
learned just the opposite, we learned what our exact nature should be:, our talent to carry the message to the alcoholic who still suffers, my primary purpose.
In the fifth step, We learned what’s wrong with us and in
the fifth tradition, we learned what’s right about us.
What’s right about us is my our ability to carry the message when no one else can because of the experiences
that we have had which were transformed into a message
of hope in the fifth step. Our alcoholism is our greatest
talent, We can fulfill our primary purpose by carrying the
message to the alcoholic who still suffers.
* denotes (Reprinted from 12 steps and the 12 traditions,
pages 10&11, with permission of A.A. World Services, Inc.)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

An Alcoholic’s Irrational Fear
A rational fear is an emotion that everyone shares. It
serves as a warning to danger, such as rolling up our car
windows while in a national park where bears roam about
looking for food; or going to a doctor when a suspicious

spot shows up on your skin. These fears are built-in signals
that help to keep us safe. If we get laid off from our jobs,
our rational fear kicks in to find a new job so that we don’t
fall behind with our bills. The rational fear is three-fold - a
biochemical response (i.e., automatic response that is crucial to our survival); a physical response (i.e., fight or
flight), and a personalized emotional response, such as
craving an adrenaline rush when we go hang gliding or
balancing on a rope between two cliffs. These thrill seekers have done their research and are well aware of the
risks. They seek to experience fear. But what about the
fear that alcoholics experience? Is it rational? Can they
control it? In most cases, the answer is no.
Many believe that fear rules the alcoholic. Many say they
cannot describe the fear, except to say it’s deep inside
them and it’s always threatening them. If it’s
linked to at least one thing the alcoholic would
say they don’t fit in to their surroundings. It could
be a safe place or not - that inner fear goes much
deeper, even when a family that’s dysfunctional
surrounds the alcoholic, the fear they feel supersedes
that. As a young child, I feared people so much so that it
pained me to sit with the other children while at service
on Sunday. The fear was so extreme; it felt torturous. The
fear of people continued in school and sugary sweets became my first addiction. Then, at fourteen, beer entered
my life, and it became a better relief than the sugary
sweets. My alcohol addiction was well on its way. I could
then manage being around people, which I could never
avoid - family, church, school, jobs.
What inner fears drove you to drink? Was it one particular
fear or over one? Was it real? Of course, there are many
phobias that are irrational fear, but phobias and alcoholism don’t have to be the same. Aside from fear
of people there’s fear of self-worth, fear of failure and/or success, fear of financial loss, job
loss, relationship loss and more. We fear everything that goes hand-in-hand with living life.
Shirley

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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We are not an alarm that goes off every time we see
something that is wrong. It is not stuffing feelings, and it's
preventing them. Remember, "feelings are not facts."
They are reactionary emotions. If we choose not to react,
then we can choose not to have negative feelings.
No matter what happens just don’t drink!
++Anonymous++
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DISTRICT AT A GLANCE
On April 9th the District held its Monthly Business
Meeting, via zoom. There were seven people in attendance with one non-voting member present. Of the remaining six voting Committee Members, two were GSR’s. The
previous month’s Meeting Minutes and the Treasurer's
Reports were both accepted without any noted changes.
Our Corrections and Bridging the Gap committee chair
reported that the zoom meetings in the jail continue to go
well, allowing for a wider variety of speakers than were
previously able to get access. They could use more women
speakers for the local treatment program meetings. If one
had interest in volunteering for these service opportunities, they should contact the corrections committee via
the email provided on the district's website. There were
no other committee reports other than sharing the Newsletter. There were three GSR reports noted in the minutes.
Old Business continued with discussion on the Service
Conference and the Area 28 Spring Agenda, which took
place on April 10th. There was no new Business and so the
Meeting was closed. It was announced that the next District Six Business Meeting will be held on May 21st.
HELP WANTED
The following positions are open at the District Level:
ARCHIVES
The right person for this position would be willing and able
to maintain files and documents that are historic for the
district and the districts meetings, as well as attend the
Monthly Business Meetings for District Six and Area 28.
There is a recommended guideline of 2 or more years of
sobriety and proficiency with computers. Further information can be found at the District Six Website or the
monthly Business Meeting.
FUNCTIONS CHAIR
Looking for self-motivated person, willing and able to
serve a 2-year term running a Committee responsible for
planning and throwing events for AA's in District 6. The
role includes managing seed money, proposing events to
the District Committee and working with a team to throw
each event as well as attending the Monthly District
Meeting. More information can be found on the District
Website or the at the Monthly Business Meeting.
GRAPEVINE CHAIR
Anyone willing and able to serve as Grapevine Chair
should be prepared to attend monthly business meetings,
bring subscription cards with them to any and all meetings
attended as well as making the grapevine and subscriptions to it available to AA’s and meetings in the area by

encouraging people to read, contribute to and subscribe
to our “meeting in print.” There is a suggestion to have
6mo of sobriety before standing for this position.
HOTLINE
The Hotline Coordinator is responsible for attending
monthly business meetings, maintaining and updating the
phone list and connecting with CSO to share information.
This will include reaching out to meetings and AA's in our
District to get contact information so that we can continue
to be actively involved in supporting those AA's in need
who turn to the hotline for support. More information
available on District Six's Website and at the Business
Meeting.
MEETING LIST
This position is a two-year commitment to maintain a list
of all meetings, times and locations in the district and to
share said list with District Secretary and Webmaster so
that it may be printed and distributed in the District. This
position also updates this information with CSO. Further
information can be found at the business meeting and on
the District Six Website.
COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Many of these positions are held with the intention of
working with a larger Committee. Current Chairs seeking
Committee Members include: The Website, The Grapevine
and The Newsletter. If interested in pursuing more work in
service at the district level this might be an excellent way
to dive in without the commitment of a chair position.
Please seek more information at the District Business
Meeting.
Financials
Beginning balance: $1,299.10
Deposits:
Total: $468.00Financials
Beginning balance: $1,299.10
Deposits:
The Bath Group: $50.00
Merrymeeting Group: $150.00
Sunrise Serenity: $123.00
WE group: $45.00
Sobriety Outlet: $100.00
Total: $468.00
Expenses:
Postcards: $40.84
Postcard Stamps: $8.75
Total: $49.59
Ending Balance: $1,717.51
Prudent Reserve, operating expenses: $350.00
Seed Money, Functions: $750.00
Surplus: $617.51
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THE UNSPOKEN
It’s a subject no one talks about. Skipped or
glossed over when AA’s share their stories.
Yet the ‘coping skills’ traumatized children
develop form the foundation of their lives.
One that often leads to an assortment of
addictive behaviors. It's also the subject a
Sponsee confronts when they begin working Step 4.
I had a great sponsor, who had me work Step 4 as laid out
in the book Alcoholics Anonymous and the book Twelve
Steps and Twelve Traditions. Commendable except when
it came to the traumatic abuse part. Yet I was told I must
"own my part” in those abuses, to keep working with her.
Something in me recoiled - but I was still healing and
wanted to keep my sponsor, so I gave token acknowledgment to behaviors I'd had no choice in. I buried my conflict because, as an adult wounded child, that’s what we
do. Recently I was privileged to share another adult child’s
story. She too was conflicted with step 4. Our strong feelings led me to write this article. I'd kept silent for years.
Silence helps no one.
Does this beg questions like what do you know about
childhood trauma? Has anyone ever shared their abuses
with you? How about long-term effects in an adult?
Worth learning more, especially before approaching the
4th step with a wounded child sponsee? Otherwise, risks
include more damage, setting them and their progress
badly off track.
AA says we're not therapists. Yet working the 4th step
with an ACoA (Adult Child of Alcoholics or Abusers) takes
Sponsors to areas they're not equipped to deal with. It’s
not an area for laypeople. Doing Step 4 the BB way can be
damaging to a sponsee, heaping more guilt on them, guilt
that is not theirs to shoulder.
Child experts say "9-year-olds begin to understand about
being liked, seeking approval, and right from wrong." In
Courts, a child must be 7 before they can understand basic
right/wrong concepts. Many religions don't start formal
training until a child is 12. However traumatic, damaging
abuses happen during those fragile years. Some can heal,
although it may take years. Others bury the abuses so
deeply they may never confront its damage. Unless they
are struggling with Step 4.
Many Sponsors believe the “BB way” of Step work, asking
a sponsee to own behaviors they were not responsible for.
Why does the BB define Step work this way? Well, the BB
was written mostly by men, in a time no one acknowledged Child Abuse. It did not exist even though parents,
relatives, neighbors, teachers, scout leaders, pastors, and
others were mentally, physically, emotionally, and/or sexually abusing kids every day.

Severe trauma mandates instinctive survival. A child must
develop skills that allow them to live through abuses they
aren't equipped to deal with. Skills that include shame,
blame, guilt, denial, isolation, secret-keeping, body separating, and denying feelings. Without help, they become
adults whose survival skills now show up as hypervigilance, perfectionism, hyper responsibility, and promiscuity, among others. As 'survivors’, they may have difficulty
sustaining relationships, or trusting themselves or others.
They may even experience PTSD. They often use alcohol
and/or other substances to keep the pain buried. My first
sponsor had been abused. How did she deal with that,
she was blunt "You just get over it.”? So, I buried it and
went back to drinking. Today I know better. Today I willingly share my experience with other survivors. I've
learned healthier ways to work through it, to find my
truths, and heal. To do a 4th Step that does no further
harm. I'm not a therapist or counselor, just another healing adult child who found that alcohol was not the answer
I was blindly seeking.
Outside Help includes therapists, adult children on-line
meeting groups. AA says “We are only as sick as our secrets.” I am among the many who are living proof of the
truth.
Carol G

Editor’s note:
“We’re only as sick as our secrets” is an adage known well
by those in AA. It basically means that a secret kept in the
dark grows and becomes more harmful, but once it is exposed to light or released, its power is lost.
*This article is not necessarily the view or opinion of AA, it
is informational for all.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Emmet Fox Corner
With Michael J

“We will not regret the past nor wish to shut the door on
it” (Reprinted from The Big Book, pg83, with the permission of AA World Services, Inc.) There has been much talk
of getting back to “normal”, back to the good old days during this pandemic. But isn’t it normal for life to change
and for people to grow? There is no going back. The good
old days are always ahead of us.
We may feel that we wasted many years as alcoholics,
years consumed with despair, thwarted ambition, and
nothingness. We assume that it’s too late to profit from
that period, and we see the past with nothing but regret.
Dr. Fox reminds us that no tragedy or failure that has once
harmed us can take a toll on our life today unless we
choose to empower it by thinking negatively about it
through regrets, fear, bitterness, etc. We have the choice
of holding these past experiences in our consciousness, or,
like the butterfly giving up its cocoon, we can awaken to
the fact that we’ve been holding onto an empty shell.
It may seem that the years have taken a terrible toll on
our health—that it is too late to be restored to youthfulness. While we can’t return to the physical vigor, attractiveness of youth, with “true restoration,” we come to a
new self-image, a changed consciousness, and a mature
approach to life. Thus restored, we radiate an attractiveness of spirit that far outshines any blush of youth.
We need to learn to “recycle” our past. The third step
promise is that we can understand the purpose of all that
we have experienced and make our past work for good.
We must go forward, armed by the blessings to gain from
every experience. We can’t change the past, but we can
change the effect it has on our self-image. We restore ourselves by making the past a vital part of our spiritual unfoldment. The very fact that we may feel our past years
had been a waste indicates that we are on the verge of
“restoration.” We waste no time in regret. We give thanks
that “all things work together for good.” We are not always trying to find ways to shield ourselves from life’s
challenges. Isn’t it better to pray to be a stronger person
rather than pray for an easier life?
A wise Frenchman once said, “The past is always present.”
It is accurate because it is out of the past we were built. It
is out of the past that we unfold. When someone makes a
fire, the entire history of the wood, from acorn to tree,
must be lost to have the new experience of fire take place.
It’s the same in your consciousness. Suppose today is to
have the enthusiasm, light, and heat of creative action,

consuming the past. We must let go and face forward,
calm and unafraid.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Those Corny Sayings
When I first came into the rooms of Alcoholics Anonymous, they were everywhere - walls, tables, in frames in
the entryway. You know the ones I mean... "First Things
First." "Easy Does It," "Next Right Thing," "Let Go and Let
God." So trite, I thought. I scorned them in my ignorance.
It took Time - as AA things do. But one by each, those
"corny sayings" became valuable tools. I slowly became a
believer in Simplicity!!
Barbie taught me the meaning of 'First Things First.' I was
ready to jump into my 'Amends' before I'd done Steps 1, 2,
or 3. One Step At A Time, she reminded me. I began to
learn "Easy Does It!!"
Just shy of two years sober, my world fell apart. I was paralyzed, in sorrow. Diane helped me learn the meaning of
just "The Next Right Thing.'' Brush teeth, wash dishes, go
to a meeting. "Keep it Simple." And I got through it, Sober.
Yet like a typical alcoholic, I was determined to forge
ahead on my own. I hit a wall. Then another, and another.
I did all I could do to change the situation. Nothing
worked. First, Vikki, then Sally, taught and reinforced the
power of "Let Go and Let God." What a fantastic concept!!
Stop struggling. When I finally did, HP produced results Peace, Acceptance, and Outcomes, I'd never thought of
them.

Carol

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
In olden times, alcoholics had to do a lot of footwork find
newcomers. Not anymore. There are thousands of
meetings throughout the world. All you have to do is show
up at any one of them and announce you have the sobriety they want. Newer members are often vulnerable, and,
not being sure of how it all works, will sometimes approach you afterwards. If not hunt them down and force
yourself upon them until they feel trapped.
Don’t waste time getting to know anything about them.
Tell them right away they had better do it your way, or
they might drink again. Make it clear from day one that
that its your way or the highway. If they resist you, threaten them. Say things like, “Do whatever you want. Look
where that’s gotten you.” Intimidate the crap out of them.
Many, thinking this is normal, will eventually go along willingly. (AA Humor)

